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	Summary of Research: Our knowledge of effective interventions to support older adults who are at risk of or experiencing elder abuse or self-neglect (EASN) is limited. Adult Protective Services (APS) is the primary agency responsible for receiving reports and investigating suspected cases of EASN. APS programs can benefit from a distinct, conceptually informed intervention to support EASN cases following their investigation and substantiation phases. Based on theory, research, and consultations with stakeholders, RISE was designed to address this intervention gap within overall EASN response systems. Informed by ecological-systems, relational, and client-centered perspectives, RISE is an evidence-based, community-based EASN intervention that integrates core modalities (motivational interviewing, restorative justice, teaming, supported decision making) demonstrating evidence and/or promising results in EASN and other domains of family violence. The intervention operates at Relational, Individual, Social, and Environmental levels of ecological influence. Specifically, RISE works with both older adult victims and others, including alleged harmers, their relationships, and strengthens the social supports surrounding them (Burnes, 2022a; MacNeil et at al., 2022; MacNeil et al., 2023). Evaluation research on RISE to date has demonstrated evidence (feasibility, acceptability, outcomes) for RISE in working with EASN cases. RISE has shown strong feasibility; 94% of cases referred to RISE accept services and among these cases only 4.5% drop out. RISE has also demonstrated strong program acceptability from the perspective of clients. Among active clients who have been exposed to RISE, nearly 80% reported that the program had met most or almost all of their needs, and 90% reported being mostly or very satisfied with program services. Regarding case outcomes, adjusting for the fact that cases referred by APS to RISE are more complex/severe than non-referred APS cases, cases exposed to RISE showed a significantly lower likelihood of re-referral (recidivism) back into the APS system compared to APS cases that did not receive RISE (p < 0.001) (Stuart et al., 2023). The following proportions of active clients reported change on several outcomes as “somewhat” or “a lot” better since starting their work with RISE: personal stress (58.7%), personal worry (56.5%), quality of life (68.9%), self-efficacy to cope with challenges and make safe decisions (72.9%), knowledge about informal and formal supports for safety (53.9%), and progress on case goals (66.8%). A qualitative evaluation of the RISE/APS partnership was conducted using in-depth, individual interviews with the APS caseworkers who made referrals to and worked with RISE. APS caseworkers commonly perceived that RISE complements the existing APS system by addressing needs or providing services often outside the scope of APS; the APS/RISE partnership allows APS to focus on immediate client safety while RISE advocates work on longer-term client needs an underlying issues. APS caseworkers perceived several RISE strengths including: flexibility to work with both sub-threshold (at-risk) [primary prevention] and threshold (substantiated) [tertiary prevention] cases, a capacity to integrate others into case intervention (e.g., perpetrators, family members, concerned others), a reduction in APS case re-referrals, enhanced opportunities for casework collaboration, and a perception that the partnership with RISE contributed to APS caseworker psycho-emotional well-being (Burnes et al., 2022b).
	Practice & Policy Implications: In partnership with Maine APS, RISE began as a pilot in two counties in 2019. It has now expanded to the entire state, has been used in over 450 cases, and was recently written into Maine’s annual operating budget. In Maine, RISE consists of one program supervisor, 3 team leaders, and nine advocates statewide. As next steps, RISE is being implemented and tested in New Hampshire and Toronto, Canada. It is also being implemented in partnership with the criminal justice system in King County, Washington State as a diversion program for cases. 
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